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I. Attendance

Present:
Kelly Nguyen - Chair, Sales Committee
Jacob Ng - Associate Vice President, Communications
Azim Ahmed - Integrated Sciences Representative
Jobina Tamminga - CMS Representative
Amit Chhina - Neuroscience Representative
Nicholas Hu - Mathematics Representative
Ethan Cheng - Sales Associate
Aditya Rao - Sales Associate
Tom Sun - Sales Associate
YuMing He - Statistics Representative

Regrets:
Isla Wrightson - Chemistry Representative
Lorenzo Lindo - AMS Representative

II. Amendments to Agenda
No amends were made to the Agenda.

III. Adoption of Agenda
Agenda adopted as presented.

IV. T-Shirt Name and Pricing
Considered possible names for the long sleeve t-shirt. Decided on “The ‘Code’ Shirt”. Decided that the most reasonable pricing is $25 based on the unit price of $19.54.

V. Discussion of Merchandise Release
Possible dates for releasing merchandise as well as booth start dates. Concluded that next week, likely Tuesday is the best day to start booth. Running time is 12-3. Another day to booth during the upcoming week will be decided. SUS discount of 10% will apply for 2 weeks, starting with the week that the merchandise is released.

VI. Voting for Merchandise Photos
Looked through merchandise photos to decide which ones to use for the look book. Chose 13 key photos for the look book. Other photos will be added in as necessary.

VII. Adjournment

MOVED BY Jacob, SECONDED BY Kelly.
“BE IT RESOLVED that there being no further business that the meeting be adjourned at 4:49.”
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